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Finding your way

What does the VCAA website look like?
What’s the difference between curriculum and teaching and learning programs?
Where does my language fit in?
What about culture?
 How can ICT support student learning in Languages?
Where do the learning areas and capabilities fit in ? 
Where do the cross curriculum priorities fit in?
 How do I use this to plan lessons?



The

http://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/

What does the VCAA website look like?



What does the VCAA website look like?



Curriculum is “the what”
Teaching and Learning program is “the how”

What’s the difference between curriculum
and teaching and learning programs?



 Curriculum

 is the statement that defines what it is that all students 
have the opportunity to learn 

 outlines the public commitment to the learning valued 
by the community 

 is represented as a continuum or set of progressions 
defining increasingly complex knowledge, skills and 
concepts



Curriculum Languages

http://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/

Where does my language fit in ?



Australian 
Curriculum

Drop down box-click on Languages

https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f-10-curriculum/languages/https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/



Scroll down

Scroll down

Scroll down







Navigating your language



 Glossary

• 148 terms to direct you to a focus for your teaching and learning

• Finding activities based on these glossary terms will give you ideas for a 
lesson outline 



1         Roman Alphabet Languages

2       Non–Roman Alphabet Languages

3       Character Languages

4       Classical Languages

5       Sign Language

6       Aboriginal Languages  

Language 
categories



Language categories activity 
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1. Roman Alphabet Languages

2. Non-Roman Alphabet Languages

3. Character Languages

4. Classical Languages

5. Sign Language

6. Aboriginal Languages

 French

 German

 Indonesian

 Italian

 Spanish

 Turkish

 Vietnamese

 Roman Alphabet Language

 Arabic

 Modern Greek

 Hindi

 Korean

 Non-Roman Alphabet Language

 Chinese

 Japanese

 Hebrew

 Classical Greek

 Latin
 Framework for Classical Languages

• Australian Sign Language (Auslan)

• Victorian Aboriginal Languages



What if my language is not in the Vic Curriculum?





Creating 
Inquiring 
Communicating 
Protecting

Information Communication Technologies and Languages pdf

 How can ICT support student learning in Languages?



https://www.education.vic.gov.au/LanguagesOnline/



https://wlclassroom.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Who-is-it-mini-book.pdf

From one sheet of A4 paper



English
French
Spanish
Italian

Portuguese 
Chinese





http://fuse.education.vic.gov.au/ResourcePackage/ByPin?pin=98LH87





Which learning areas and capabilities can be included in my program?



Learning 
areas and 

Capabilities

Which of these 

would you

refer to?



http://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/overview/cross-curriculum-priorities

Where do the cross curriculum priorities fit in?



Year 1/2 Year 3/4 Year 5/6

History

Geography

English

Design and Technologies



http://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/overview/cross-curriculum-priorities#



http://www.asiaeducation.edu.au/





How do I use this to plan lessons?



Scope and Sequence:
The curriculum sets out what students are expected to learn



Achievement Standards for Indonesian

I know what I want my students to achieve, 
so how do I plan to get them there?



Activity

In groups plan a lesson about a topic mentioned in the achievement 
standards for your language or text.

Think of an ICT resource to boost the interest level of the lesson



Reviewing our goals

VCAA website
Curriculum & teaching and learning programs
Where does my language fit in?
Culture
ICT support student learning in Languages
Learning areas and capabilities
Cross curriculum priorities
Planning lessons



VCAA 
Bulletin

The VCAA 
Bulletin published in 
10 editions each year. 

VCAA Bulletin subscription webpage
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